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The present invention provides a combinational charging
mechanism comprising a main body, a transformer circuit
unit, and a bearing Seat. The main body has a receiving room
therein. The transformer circuit unit is received in the
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receiving room of the main body. The transformer circuit
unit has connection points. The transformer circuit unit joins
a first plug and a cable. The other end of the cable joins a
Second plug. A bearing Seat is joined at the outside of the
main body. The connection points Stick into the bearing Seat.
A charging mechanism having both travel-charging function
and desktop-charging function is thus formed.
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COMBINATIONAL CHARGING MECHANISM
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0001. The present invention relates to a combinational
charging mechanism and, more particularly, to a combina
tional charging mechanism having both travel-charging and
desktop-charging functions, which can be simultaneously
used.
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Seat is joined on the main body. The connection points Stick
into the bearing Seat. A charging mechanism is thus formed.
0008. The various objects and advantages of the present
invention will be more readily understood from the follow
ing detailed description when read in conjunction with the
appended drawing, in which:
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 Along with continual progress of information tech
nology, portable electronic devices Such as mobile phones

and personal digital assistants (PDAS) have become articles

of frequent use in everyday lives of people. General portable
electronic devices use chargeable Li batteries, Ni-MH
batteries, or Ni-Cd batteries to provide required electricity.
0003. As shown in FIG. 1, a conventional travel charger
10a comprises a main body 11a, which has a transformer

circuit unit (not shown) therein. The input end of the

transformer circuit unit joins a first plug 12a, and the output
end thereof joins a cable 13a. The other end of the cable 13a
joins a Second plug 14a. The first plug 12a can be plugged

into a socket of 110V or 220V alternating current (AC).

Through the function of the transformer circuit unit, a direct

current is obtained. The direct current is transferred to the

Second plug 14.a via the cable 13a. The Second plug 14a is
then plugged into a portable electronic device 20a Such as a
mobile phone to charge it.

0004. However, the above charger can only provide

travel-charging function to directly charge a mobile phone or
a PDA, and cannot charge a Second battery as a desktop
charger. It is necessary to purchase another charging Seat,
hence increasing economic burden to a user.
0005 Moreover, when the charging seat is to be used, it
is necessary to connect the charger and the charging Seat. At
this time, only desktop-charging function can be provided,
and travel-charging function cannot be used. Therefore,
travel-charging and desktop-charging functions of the prior
art charger and charging Seat cannot be used simultaneously,
hence limiting their usage and resulting much inconvenience
for the user.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0006 The primary object of the present invention is to
provide a combinational charging mechanism, which can
provide travel-charging and desktop-charging functions. It is
not necessary to purchase another charging Seat, hence
lessening economic burden to a user. Moreover, travel
charging and desktop-charging functions can be used Simul
taneously, resulting in more flexible use. Therefore, the user
can flexibly choose either travel-charging function or desk
top-charging function to use, or can use both of them
Simultaneously.
0007 To achieve the above object, the present invention
provides a combinational charging mechanism comprising a
main body, a transformer circuit unit, and a bearing Seat. The
main body has a receiving room therein. The transformer
circuit unit is received in the receiving room of the main
body. The transformer circuit unit has connection points.
The transformer circuit unit joins a first plug and a cable.
The other end of the cable joins a Second plug. The bearing

0009) FIG. 1 is perspective view of a prior art charger;
0010 FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a first embodiment
of the present invention;
0011 FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the first embodi
ment of the present invention;
0012 FIG. 4 is shows a use state of the first embodiment
of the present invention;
0013 FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of a second
embodiment of the present invention;
0014 FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a third embodiment
of the present invention;
0.015 FIG. 7 is perspective view of a fourth embodiment
of the present invention;
0016 FIG. 8 shows an adjustment state of the fourth
embodiment of the present invention;
0017 FIG. 9 shows an adjustment state of a fifth embodi
ment of the present invention; and
0018 FIG. 10 is a perspective view of a sixth embodi
ment of the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

0019. As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, a combinational
charging mechanism 10 according to a preferred embodi
ment of the present invention comprises a main body 11,
which is a hollow shell body formed by retaining or screw
ing with screws 111 a first half body 12 and a second half
body 13. The main body 11 has a receiving room therein to
receive a transformer circuit unit 15.

0020. The transformer circuit unit 15 comprises a circuit
board 151 and a plurality of electronic components 152. The
circuit board 151 has a first power light 153, a second power
light 154, and a plurality of resilient contact sheets 155
thereon. The first and second power lights 153 and 154 are

light Sources Such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) or light

bulbs. The main body 11 has a first through hole 112
corresponding to the first power light 153 so that light from
the first power light 153 can project out via the first through
hole 112. The second power light 154 and the contact sheets
155 protrude out of the main body 11.
0021. The input end of the transformer circuit unit 15
joins a first plug 16, and the output end thereof joins a cable
17. The other end of the cable 17 joins a second plug 18. The
transformer circuit unit 15 can also be a linear transformer.

0022. A bearing seat 19 is joined at the outside of the
main body 11. The bearing seat 19 can be integrally joined
on the main body 11, or can be separably joined on the main
body 11. In this embodiment, the bearing seat 19 is integrally
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joined on the main body 11. The bearing seat 19 and the
main body 11 are integrally formed by means of mold
ejection.
0023 The bearing seat 19 is a hollow shell body. The
look of the bearing Seat 19 is not restricted, and can vary
according to different necessities. The top of the bearing Seat
19 is open so that a battery can be conveniently inserted into
the bearing seat 19. The bearing seat 19 has a second through
hole 191 corresponding to the second power light 154 so that
light from the Second power light 154 can project out via the
second through hole 191. One end of each of the contact
sheets 155 can be bent to form a V-shaped or circular arc
shaped projective connection point, which Sticks into the
bottom inside the bearing seat 19.
0024 Please refer to FIGS.3 and 4. The first plug 16 can
be plugged into a socket of 110V or 220V AC. Through the
function of the transformer circuit unit 15, a direct current is

obtained. The direct current is transferred to the Second plug
18 via the cable 17. The second plug 18 can then be plugged
into a portable electronic device 30 such as a mobile phone
to charge it. This is for providing travel-charging function,
whose use State can be known through the first power light
153.

0.025 Additionally, when the first plug 16 is plugged into
a socket of 110V or 220V AC to obtain a direct current

through the function of the transformer circuit unit 15, the
direct current can also be transferred to the contact sheets

155. A battery 40 to be charged can be inserted into the
bearing seat 19 to let contact terminals at the bottom of the
battery 40 achieve electric connection with the connection
points of the contact sheets 155 of the charging mechanism
10. Therefore, the contact sheets 155 can charge the battery
40 inserted into the bearing seat 19. This is for providing
desktop-charging function, whose use State can be known
through the second power light 154.
0026. Therefore, the charger of the present invention can
provide travel-charging and desktop-charging functions. If
desktop-charging function needs to be used, it is not neces
Sary to purchase another charging Seat, hence lessening
economic burden to a user. Moreover, because the bearing
seat 19 is joined on the main body 11 and does not occupy
additional placement Space, its use is very convenient.
0027) Furthermore, when the bearing seat 19 is to be used
to provide desktop-charging function, the Second plug 18 for
providing travel-charging function can also be used Simul
taneously. Therefore, the present invention can achieve
travel-charging and desktop-charging functions Simulta
neously to charge the portable electronic device and the
battery 40 simultaneously, hence resulting in flexible usage.
Briefly Speaking, the user can flexibly choose to use either
travel-charging function or desktop-charging function, or
can use both of them simultaneously.
0028 Please refer to FIG. 5. Shapes and positions of the
contact sheets 15 of the present invention can vary according
to different necessities So that the contact terminals 41 at the

rear side of the battery 40 can achieve electric connection
with the contact sheets 155 of the charging mechanism 10.
0029 Please refer to FIG. 6. The bearing seat 19 can be
Separably joined on the main body 11. Left and right sides
of the bearing seat 19 extend to form connection sheets 192.
The inner sides of the connection sheets 192 have projective
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bodies 193, and left and right sides of the main body 11 have
corresponding concave holes 113. The projective bodies 192
and the concave holes 113 can be matched and retained with

each other so that the bearing seat 19 can be retained on the
main body 11. When it is not necessary to use desktop
charging function, the bearing Seat 19 can be separated from
the main body 11.
0030 Please refer to FIGS. 7 and 8. The bearing seat 19
can be separably joined on the main body 11. Left and right
sides of the bearing seat 19 extend to form the connection
sheets 192. The inner sides of the connection sheets 192

have positioning bodies 194, and left and right sides of the
main body 11 have corresponding multi-Section positioning
teeth 114. The positioning bodies 194 resiliently mesh with
the positioning teeth 114 so that the bearing seat 19 can be
adjustably joined on the main body 11. The bearing seat 19
can be pulled and adjusted to change the size of the inner
Space of the bearing Seat 19 to apply to different types of
batteries. When it is not necessary to use desktop-charging
function, the bearing Seat 19 can be separated from the main
body 11, or can be pressed downwards to shrink the volume.
Additionally, the bearing seat 19 can be designed to be
capable of adjusting its height up and down to apply to
batteries of different heights, and shrinking the Volume to a
Smaller one when not used.

0031) Please refer to FIG. 9. The bearing seat 19 can be
Separably joined on the main body 11. The bearing Seat 19
has a separate transformer circuit unit 20 therein. The
Separate transformer circuit unit 20 has a plurality of con
ducting sheets 201. One end of each of the conducting sheets
201 achieves electric connection with one of the connection

points of the contact sheets 155. The other end thereof is
situated at the bottom inside the bearing seat 19. When the
battery 40 is inserted into the bearing seat 19, the contact
terminals at the bottom of the battery 40 can achieve electric
connection with the conducting sheets 201 So that the
conducting sheets 201 and the contact sheets 155 can charge
the battery 40 inserted into the bearing seat 19. When it is
not necessary to use desktop-charging function, the bearing
seat 19 can be separated from the main body 11. The
Separate transformer circuit unit 20 can also be separated
form the main body 11.
0032) Please refer to FIG. 10. The inside of the main
body can have a wire-winding unit 21. The cable 17 can be
wound into the wire-winding unit 21 so that the cable 17 can
be selectively wound into the main body or pulled out of the
main body 11, thereby adjusting its length according to
necessity at any time. Therefore, entanglement of the cable
due to a too-long length of external wire will not arise.
0033 Although the present invention has been described
with reference to the preferred embodiment thereof, it will
be understood that the invention is not limited to the details
thereof. Various Substitutions and modifications have been

Suggested in the foregoing description, and other will occur
to those of ordinary skill in the art. Therefore, all such
Substitutions and modifications are intended to be embraced

within the Scope of the invention as defined in the appended
claims.
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I claim:

1. A combinational charging mechanism, comprising:
a main body having a receiving room therein;
a transformer circuit unit received in Said receiving room
of Said main body, Said transformer circuit unit having
connection points, said transformer circuit unit joining
a first plug and a cable, the other end of Said cable
joining a Second plug, and
a bearing Seat joined on Said main body, Said connection
points Sticking into Said bearing Seat.
2. The combinational charging mechanism as claimed in
claim 1, wherein Said transformer circuit unit has a first

power light, and Said main body has a first through hole
corresponding to Said first power light.
3. The combinational charging mechanism as claimed in
claim 1, wherein Said transformer circuit unit has a Second

power light, and Said bearing Seat has a Second through hole
corresponding to Said Second power light.
4. The combinational charging mechanism as claimed in

claim 1, wherein Said transformer circuit unit can be a linear
transformer.

5. The combinational charging mechanism as claimed in
claim 1, wherein Said main body can have a wire-winding
unit therein, and Said cable is wound into Said wire-winding
unit.

6. The combinational charging mechanism as claimed in
claim 1, wherein Said bearing Seat is integrally joined on Said
main body.
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7. The combinational charging mechanism as claimed in
claim 1, wherein Said bearing Seat is separably joined on Said
main body.
8. The combinational charging mechanism as claimed in
claim 7, wherein left and right sides of Said bearing Seat
extend to form connection sheets, insides of Said connection

sheets having projective bodies, left and right Sides of Said
main body having corresponding concave holes, Said pro
jective bodies and Said concave holes being matched and
retained with each other So that Said bearing Seat can be
joined on Said main body.
9. The combinational charging mechanism as claimed in
claim 7, wherein left and right sides of Said bearing Seat
extend to form connection sheets, insides of Said connection

sheets having positioning bodies, left and right Sides of Said
main body having corresponding multi-Section positioning
teeth, Said positioning bodies resiliently meshing with Said
positioning teeth So that Said bearing Seat can be adjustably
joined on Said main body and can be adjustably pulled.
10. The combinational charging mechanism as claimed in
claim 7, wherein Said bearing Seat has a separate transformer
circuit unit therein, Said Separate transformer circuit unit
having conducting Sheets, one end of each of Said conduct
ing sheets achieving electric connection with one of Said
connection points, the other end of each of Said conducting
sheets being situated inside Said bearing Seat.

